NOTES - UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

1. WORKMANSHIP STANDARDS AND ACCEPTABILITY REQUIREMENTS SHALL MEET IPC-A-610 (LATEST VERSION).
2. THIS DOCUMENT AND RELATED ARTWORK ARE COMPUTER GENERATED. CHANGES ARE TO BE PERFORMED ON THE ORIGINAL DATABASE, 20019325_A-DESIGN.zip.
3. ASSEMBLE (SOLDER) AND INSPECT PRINTED WIRING ASSEMBLY PER J-STD-001 (LATEST VERSION), CLASS 2.
4. SOLDER COMPONENTS USING LEADED SOLDER, ITEM 3.
5. CLEAN SOLDER FLUX FROM BOARD SO THAT THERE IS NO DISCERNABLE RESIDUE.
6. FOR SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SEE JPL DRAWING 20019323.
7. THIS PRINTED WIRING ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF ONLY SURFACE MOUNT TECHNOLOGY.
8. CROSS-REFERENCE: M1CS-400-10700 ELECTRONIC ID BOARD
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